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custom jewelry made by Kraftwurx
Posted by admin - 2012/08/04 11:46
_____________________________________

I have not spent much time in the forums, as you can imagine, running a startup is a lot of work. I felt
that I would take a break and share some things with the Kraftwurx audience. First, a bit about me.... 

I am a double degrees manufacturing engineer with an MBA in technology management. I spent 15
years in engineering and product development for companies like Dell and Applied Materials. I am a 16
year member I have the society of manufacturing engineers. Kraftwurx is the realization of a dream
stemming from the experience I gained during my career. 

One area I am extremely interested in is jewelry. I worked for artcarvrd jewelry company for some time
and that experience is being brought to Kraftwurx. 

Kraftwurx has by far, the largest selection of materials for jewelry manufacturing. We can make products
turnkey in sterling silver, platinum, gold, silver, stainless steel and even finishes like antique, rose gold
and more. 

If  you want to make your own jewelry, we also offer 3D printing in castable materials  from envisiontec,
solid-scape and projet from 3D systems. 

Casting jewelry from these polymers is not the same as traditional wax lox investment casting. There are
nuances and I am going to be available to help our members learn about how to do this at hone. 

I will be offering information on how to make rubber molds for making copies of your 3D prints for making
lots of parts as well aswhich material is best for what type of part. 

For example envisiontec photo silver is great for making etc molds but nit a castable material. I'll be
posting more frequently soon

============================================================================

Re:custom jewelry made by Kraftwurx
Posted by Devilfish Studio - 2012/09/06 00:57
_____________________________________

Sounds Good. 

I was a goldsmith for 10years before a changed paths and got in character modeling in the games
industry. 

I'll be hit you folks up for more tech info and requests. 

Cheers!
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